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Credibile est, quia ineptum est:1 

Luis Buñuel and Jesus: Un Chien Andalou 

(1929), L’Age d’Or (1930), Robinson 

Crusoe (1954), Nazarin (1959), The 

Exterminating Angel (1962), Viridiana 

(1961), Simon of the Desert (1965) 

 

Buñuel wasn’t at all certain that he was 

prepared to enlarge his concept of the 

credible to include the impossible. In his 

little-seen 1954 Robinson Crusoe movie, 

Crusoe (Dan O’Herlihy), having been moved 

to unchain Friday (Jaime Fernández), 

because of the worship and love he’s shown 

him, tries to teach him Christianity: 

 

 

CRUSOE: [lighting Friday’s pipe]: So you understand, Friday? The Devil is God’s 

enemy in the hearts of men. He uses all his – his malice and skill to destroy the kingdom 

of Christ. 

FRIDAY: But Master say God is so strong so great – is he not much more strong as 

Devil? 

CRUSOE: Yes yes, Friday – God is stronger than the Devil. He is above the Devil, 

therefore we pray to God. 

FRIDAY: But if God is much more strong as Devil why God no kill Devil? Or make him 

no more wicked? 

CRUSOE [puzzled]: What say, Friday? What say? 

FRIDAY: [patiently]: If God be most strong why he not kill Devil – kill him? 

CRUSOE: Well you see Friday, without the Devil there’d be no temptation and no sin. 

The Devil must be there for us to have a – a chance to choose sin or resist it. 

FRIDAY: Is God let Devil tempt us? 

CRUSOE: Er … yes. 

FRIDAY Then why God mad when we sin? 

CRUSOE [Walks away, uncertain]: Ha! [Laughs. To parrot]: You understand, don’t you 

Poll? Friday can’t get these things into his head. You understand, don’t you? Heh? 

[Laughs, then looks straight in camera in bewilderment.] 

[Friday smokes his pipe complacently.] 

[Dissolve.] 

 

 The Devil is God’s instrument. God intends sin. He’s had human suffering on his 

one-item menu since Year Zero. It’s because he loves us that he makes us suffer so 

much … he gave us the Albigensian crusade, the persecution of the Spiritual 

Franciscans, the Thirty Years War, because he loved us so much. He gave us 

Auschwitz, Hiroshima, Dick Cheney and the Twin Towers, so that we’d appreciate 

his affection for us. Fecemi la divina potestate … 

 Incredibile est. Ineptum est. 

 Buñuel goes at Christianity from a number of angles. 

 Firstly, he takes the piss out of its iconography, as with the Crucified Beards at the 

end of L’Age d’Or (see below), or the Leering Jesus on the Wall in Nazarin. 

                                                 
1: Tertullian, De Carne Christi, 5, 4. 
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Nazarin: the two faces of Jesus 

 

 It’s in L’Age d’Or that Buñuel gives us one of his two portrayals of Jesus (the 

other is in La Voie Lactée, made much later). Towards the end, a long title tells of 

some depraved nobles who locked themselves in a castle with eight gorgeous 

adolescent girls and four older women of sophistication. Cut to the castle, where the 

orgying is over, and three debauched eighteenth-century types do indeed stagger 

across the drawbridge – preceded by Jesus! who looks miserable and guilty: 

 

 
 

 As they turn on the other side, one of the adolescent girls staggers out of the 

castle, with blood all over her, and collapses. Jesus re-crosses the drawbridge, picks 

her up, takes her in – there’s a scream, and Jesus emerges … having lost his beard. 

 Cut to a quantity of beards nailed to a cross. 

 Next, Buñuel mocks the overt extravagances of the faith, as in the Schoolgirls’ 

Anathema sequence in La Voie Lactée, or in the fan-following of St Simeon Stylites, 

the fifth-century Forrest Gump, in Simon of the Desert. 

 He points out the way it ignores Eros, as in the two spiritual groupies who follow 

the mendicant priest in Nazarin, denying all the time that they’re in love with him. Or 

the way it conflicts with Eros, in the two priests staring bewildered as the protagonist 

tries to drag them, two dead donkeys, and the grand pianos to which they’re all tied, 

as luggage to an erotic encounter, in Un Chien Andalou. 
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Here are the pianos and the dead donkeys – not the priests unfortunately. 

 

 Most graphically, he examines what it really is to try and lead a Christian Life, 

and how you can’t. No matter how pure your motives and excellent your deeds, brute 

circumstance will always mitigate whatever good you achieve. In the case of Simon of 

the Desert, you set yourself apart deliberately – forty feet up in the air on a column in 

the middle of nowhere – to make sure your Christian deeds will have as little effect on 

others as possible. Being forty feet up in the air means, of course, that you aren’t able 

to perform deeds of any kind, unless the devil wills it: 

 

 
 

Satan licks Simon of the Desert 

 

 The same goes for the bishops near the start of L’Age d’Or, intoning from their 

prayer-books on a rocky seacoast with no-one near to listen: 
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 In the next reel we see their skeletons years later, prayer-books still in hand, 

mitres at an angle. In the same film, a bishop is thrown out of a window, we know not 

by whom. He’s preceded by a blazing Christmas tree, and followed by a plough: 

however, in an overhead shot which comes immediately next, he’s lying on top of the 

plough, and is able to walk away. 

 Whatever you do, or whatever happens to you, at ground level, unforeseen 

circumstances interfere. In Nazarin, the vagrant priest joins a work-party, explaining 

that he’ll work for bread, not money. Another worker, outraged, explains to him that 

he’s denying work in this way to other men, men with starving families, who can’t 

work just for food, but need the money to feed their children. Chastened, he leaves the 

detail: and behind him a row breaks out between the foreman and the man who talked, 

in which the foreman is knocked down with a spade, causing him to draw his gun … 

as the priest walks away, he hears a shot, which we understand but he doesn’t. A man 

is dead who, if he, the priest, hadn’t intervened in his self-abnegating Christian way, 

would still be alive. 

 

  
 

Viridiana 

 

 It’s in Viridiana that we see most clearly Buñuel’s fascination with the way the 

flesh will always twine about the spirit. It’s in the way he films Silvia Pinal’s legs as – 

a postulant nun – she peels her stockings off. The shot is not voyeuristic: compare 

Simon of the Desert, where the same actress, playing Satan (see still above), peels her 

stockings off and makes play with her suspenders and undies.2 In Viridiana, the 

director is just saying, “Look, she’s a sexy woman underneath the habit. You can’t 

separate the spiritual aspiration from the fleshy reality”. It’s in the way he suddenly 

cuts to a shot taken from the head of the bed, as, with the Mozart Requiem playing, 

Fernando Rey unbuttons the blouse of the (by now unconscious) Pinal. For Rey, sex is 

spiritual – or would be, if he was unscrupulous enough. Only the Mozart Requiem 

would be music good enough to accompany it. 

 “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth”, said Jesus: and Christians 

automatically think of outcasts and beggars. But Dostoevsky, in a Siberian penal 

camp, on the trail of true Russian spirituality and expecting to find it amongst thieves 

and murderers, was bewildered to find, among these outcasts and beggars, a greater 

depth of depravity than he’d encountered anywhere else. Viridiana, inheriting 

Fernando Rey’s villa after he hangs himself in self-disgust, throws it open to all the 

local blind, maimed, and crippled folks – all except one man, who runs a mile when 

she rebukes him for his bad temper, and says he can’t stand the idea of being 

                                                 
2: Mel Gibson wasn’t the first film-maker to have the Devil played by a woman. 
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disciplined and humble. The rest can see she’s a bit simple, know they’re on to a good 

thing, and stick around. Buñuel shows us their small-scale mendacity and randiness 

from the outset, without sensationalism – just as he showed us Viridiana’s nice legs 

earlier. He’s always urbane and objective, even in the shot where Fernando Rey tries 

on his dead wife’s shoes (shoes were always of particular interest to Buñuel). 

 It’s not Viridiana, but her atheist cousin (Francisco Rabal, the priest in Nazarin, 

and a real-life atheist), who demonstrates another lesson, which is, what a small 

distance individual acts of Christian charity go. Feeling sorry for a dog tied to a cart 

and forced to trot behind it instead of in it, he buys the dog from its cruel owner. But 

a) the dog’s unhappy at no longer being with his cart and b) another cart goes by in 

the opposite direction, with another dog tied to it. Obviously only an animal rights law 

will do. “Helping a few beggars does nothing for all the others,” Rabal tells Viridiana, 

twirling the rope on which he still has his new dog, not having learned the same 

lesson in relation to animals. 

 It’s clear that Viridiana fancies him. Her asceticism is inverted sensuality. When 

he comes to her room uninvited to discuss the estate, her cross, crown of thorns, and 

set of four-inch nails are on the top of the dresser: self-conscious, she sweeps them 

into a drawer, not wishing him to think her weird. But on sitting down on her bed he 

discovers anyway that she has a plank mattress. 

 “And He shall reign for ever and ever!” sing the choir on the gramophone (really 

it’s an endless loop), as Francisco Rabal surveys the mess the beggars have made of 

his dining-room. They thought they had the place to themselves and had (perhaps) 

intended to clean up after the party; but he, Viridiana, the maidservant whom he’s 

now fucking, and her daughter, all come back just in time for the end of things. 

 

 
 

Viridiana: the meek inherit the earth. 

 

 No-one’s used props as well as Buñuel does here, not since Shakespeare used 

Desdemona’s handkerchief, or Julia’s letter was torn up to draw lots in Don Juan II. 

The skipping-rope with which Fernando Rey hangs himself, one beggar uses to keep 

his trousers up: he’s still wearing it when he rapes Viridiana. The bridal gown which 

Viridiana dressed up in as a favour to Fernando Rey, the toothless, syphilitic beggar, 

whom all the rest hate, drags up in, and dances a flamenco in (to the tune of the 

Hallelujah Chorus): he’s taken it off by the time he kills the beggar who’s raping 
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Viridiana. As Viridiana, Rabal, and the maidservant sit down for the game of cards in 

the last scene, the maidservant’s daughter throws Viridiana’s crown of thorns on to a 

bonfire. 

 

  
 

But which are the sheep? The Exterminating Angel 

 

 Last, Buñuel analyses Christianity as mass psychosis. At the end of The 

Exterminating Angel, armed police chase the public away from the gates of a church 

from which the congregation is unwilling to exit. The congregation keep inventing 

excuses (“I’ve forgotten my missal!”). The principal members of the congregation – 

the ones who had asked for the service to be held – have for most of the film been 

similarly trapped in an upper-class house where they’ve been having a party. No 

doors are locked, and no-one is keeping them; all the servants except the butler 

(played by Claudio Brook, who plays the saint unable to come down from his column 

in Simon of the Desert), leave in the first reel. 

 Why have the police been ordered to chase the public away from this, the second 

in the cast’s series of incomprehensible entrapments? Why must the haute 

bourgeoisie of Mexico City not be seen by the hoi polloi of Mexico City to be 

irrationally unhappy at the idea of leaving (a) a party and (b) a religious service? 

 Buñuel does some of his more obvious cutting, like the cutting from the angelus to 

the manual labour in Viridiana: suddenly we see church bells swinging aimlessly, 

emitting feeble rings, out of tune and out of sequence. Then the last shot is of a herd 

of sheep, trying for reasons they don’t understand to get into the church. They’re a 

mirror-image of the humans inside, who, for reasons they don’t understand, don’t 

want to get out. 


